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We described a method based on integer linear programming

for solving the many-visits m-traveling salesman problem.

~

RESUMO

�
Descreve-se um método baseado em programaçã� linear inteira p�

ra a solução do problema do m-cai.xeiro viajante com multiplas
v i s i t a s �-.,-
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1. INTRODUCTION

We describe an integer line�� pro�raw�in� (ILP) approach

to the many-visits trave.lin� salesman problem of (2, 5]. The meth

."
od is based on [3] and is an application of [4]. As usual with ILP

Theforrnulations of the TSP a central point is handlin� subtours.

,,-'
constraints described in this paper do not eliminate them neces

sar?-lr and instead allow the existence of certain subtours, which

,
are sUbsequently transforrned into proper tours of' the -sarne costa, '

The m-TSP arises naturally when considerina many-visits

there is a distinguished city which is toI' .,
type'problems. That is,

it isbe visited m times, once by each salesman. In addition,

useful, for instance, when solving the aircraft schedulinq problem

This problem isto find a landing schedúle(ASP) with m runway�.

of a set of n airplanes 50 as to minimize the time of the latest

landirig. Each plane is o.:f a certain class and the time gap re

dependsquired between two consecutive landin�s on a same runway

The number k of distinct classesonly on the two classes involved.

the I!l > I case has beenis supposed to be fixed [2,5]. In [5],

discussed, but only solutions for m=2 have been qiven. The ASP

with m runways can be solved by an a19orithm-for the many-visits

m-TSP.

For convenience, we adopt the interpretation considering

the many-visits m-TSP as a special case of the ordinary m-TSP

That is, we forrnulate an algorithrn for solving a general asyrnme!

ric.m-TSP which starts by dividing the n vertices into k disjoint

In theclasses C�, according to a certain eq�ivalence relation.

vismany-visits m-TSP, each Ci would corres�ond to a city to be

times. If k is fixed and the rnaxirnuw. distance of theited
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Lenuna I: Algorithm I constructsa subtour T* for X.
..

Proof: First, we show by induction that in each iter

ation 1 there is a pair of vertices satisfying (7)-(9) . This is
.

c1ear for 1=1. Suppose 1<1�n+rn-1. Frorn (5) I it fol1ows we can
: .

c��.��e-v e: Ci' w e: Cj such that out (v) =in (w) =o, for every R. .;:,It re

� �\...� '4..�..r-�,.--
mains to prove that there is a choice with vFw. If i:/j this�stri.y

�-- ��-=- -.' -�� ".,

ial. Suppose i=j and that (7) holds only for �. Then there:.: ". ex

ists u E: C., u'lv with t(u)=2, otherwise I c.
1. -.1..

dicting (6) .In .the i teration that chose u 1

, ' :'
4

=1, Xij=l, ;contra

ast, t.(u) =1 and' t(v)::;Q,

which contradicts (8) ar (9), and the inductia? hypathesis. In ad

7)-and not (8) t�ereis v'dition, if v satisfies v1tw,E: c. ,

1.

with t(v')=O. ln this case, replace v by VI .Similarly for (9) and

we conclude that suitable v,w exist for l�R.�n+m-l. Each iteration

decreases .some x. .> O by 1. From (5), r x. .=n+m-l. Usin g (4), we
l.J l.J

conclude that the process terminates after n+m-l iterations of the

general. step. Each one adds the edge (v,w) to E(T*) . At termi

nation, in(u)=out(u)=l, for a 11 u. The lemrna follows.

We now proceed to transform. T* into a pr�per tour To

With thispurpose we describe twooperations, SPLIT and JOIN, on

the cycles of D+. Let C(V), be the class of D-containing vertex v.

where

C(rl

= C(SI) . Then SPLIT removes from Z the edges (rp'sl) and

The effect of

(Z,rl'sl

(Sq'rl ' while adding to it (rp'rl) and (Sq'sl) .

this operation is therefore ofsplit Z into the cycles Z'=rl'...'rp'rl

and Z"=51'...'Sq'Sl.

Conversely, let Z. and Z " be disjoint cycles r I' ...,rp'r 1 and

+
Sl'...'Sq'Sl of D , respectively such that C(rl)=C(sl).

p,q>l and the non consecutive vertices rl'sl are such that
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��;;-�;c,
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(Z,v,w}in the cycle Z. In addition, C(v}=C(w}=Ck. That is, SPLIT
..

andis correct. Now, suppose there is a cycle z' having no root

such that there is no vertex outside Z' belonging to the same cl�s

as any of Z'. Let Cq ,...,Cq be the classes of D represented in
1 : .e.

Z'. Then S = {ql'...'q!D} c {l,...,k-l} is such that r x. .=
-l. .. S l.J., l. , J E:

.r ICil, contradicti�g (6) .Then no such Z' can exist and JOIN
l.�S-- -� -�,�c ,l\ ,-'c-- � � � � ,- �-.�.�,.r�-.�-.-

is correct. Hence the,algorithm constructs a digraph T which is ob
.-�-� �,=- -� --�::;;'--"-

tained from T* by a se�uence of m-IT*I+p SPLIT followed by p JOIN
,1 ; ,

operations, where-p isc.the number of cycles of T* havi� no root.

That is, Tis formedby vertex disjoint cycles, ea.ch of them con

�

, ;: +
taining exactly one root.and spqnning a 11 vertices of D .

,;
In addi

tion, by lenuna 2 cost(T)=cost(T*) o There,fore, T is a touro

Algorithms 1 and 2 can be implernented in O(n) and

time, .respectively. The time required by the JOIN operations of

bethe latter dominates its complexity. However, the rnethod can

improved by adopting a systematic way of selecting the pair of

cycles to be merged by JOIN, as below. We assume �hat all required

SPLIT operations have already been performed.

In the initial �, construct a bipartite graph G having

as vertices the cy cles Z. of T* and the classes c. of D , denoted
..J .l.

G(Zj) and G(Ci)' respectively. G has an edCJe (G(Zj) , G(Ci))

V(z J.)nCi�� and there is a label v E V(Z.)nC. attached to it. G has
.J l.

no otheredges. Start by examining each G(Zj) , mark it if G(Zj) is

and unmark it otherwise. Next remove all vertices

when

"

adjacent to �

(6) , ofthe degree

terrninate the alg�

un

dis

rithm if all vertices G(Z.) are marked. Otherwise choose someJ .

marked G(Zp) and let G(Ci) and G(Zq) be two vertices of G at

tances one and two from G(Zp) , respectively. Denote by Vp and
Vq
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